END OF TERM
NEWS.
Gr & Jr 1 &2
(CBSE/IGCSE)

UAE- FLAG DAY
The UAE Flag, a symbol of pride, loyalty and belonging was raised
with ceremonial zeal and gusto at Our Own English High School,
Fujairah on November 2, 2019.

At the stroke of 11 am, the Principal hoisted the National Flag in
the presence of the senior management team, administration staff
and students followed by the rendition of the National Anthem.
Marking this occasion always involves art and craft in the junior
school. Students enjoyed engaging in decorating the UAE flag in
the form of colouring and collage.

UAE- FLAG DAY

UAE- NATIONAL DAY
Memorable celebrations for the UAE National Day took over
Our Own English High School, Fujairah! Students portrayed
the spirit of solidarity and unity that represent the UAE.
Through a series of events and vibrant performances, our
students celebrated and recognized the UAE’s rich history,
colourful traditions and outstanding achievements. Our goal
is to create active and zealous community members who
embody progress – a vital feature which is reflected in the
spirit and attitude of the UAE.
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ICT IN JUNIOR SCHOOL
Information and communication technology (ICT) is such an integral
part of our lives that it is embedded right across the curriculum.
Computing capability is an essential skill for life and enables
learners to participate more readily in a rapidly changing world.
We, in Junior School incorporate ICT into every lesson. ICT can help
motivate, stimulate and if necessary, re-engage the students in the
ongoing lesson. Challenging tasks become more manageable and
mundane activities more accessible with the help of ICT!

EXAMINATIONS
The system of education is mostly examination ridden which
aims at testing the achievement and success.
The examination is the center of studies and hard work. It is a
motivating force to work.
Examinations are proof and guarantee of students’ efficiency.
They provide us a proof of the fitness of the student for
promotion to a higher grade/class.
The Periodic Assessment 2 for CBSE was conducted from 26th
November to 12th December, while IGCSE sat for their Formative
Assessment 2 from the 25th November to 12th December.

PTM & OPEN HOUSE
Parent teacher meeting is an effective way through which parents
can discuss several issues that they feel are hindering their child's
learning. Face to face communication with the teacher immensely
helps the parents to plan out the learning process of their child.
We Junior school had our PTM for IGCSE and Open House for CBSE
on the 7th November 2019, to discuss the performance of students
with their parents. Parents were given feedback on their wards’
performances in the exams.
It was a great interaction between the teachers and the parents for
the development of their children where they discussed both the
strengths and areas of improvements. The progress report for the
first term was shown to the CBSE parents and their suggestions
were noted.
The meeting came to an end with the conclusion that the progress
of the students depends on the joint effort of parents and teachers.
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SEASON’S
GREETINGS &
HAPPY NEWYEAR
Gr & Jr 1 &2
(CBSE/IGCSE)

